
     

 

 

HARVEST MOON: LIGHT OF HOPE LAUNCHES ON STEAM TODAY 

Harvest Moon is Available for the First Time on PC As It Celebrates 20th 
Anniversary 

Burlingame, CA. – November 14, 2017 – Natsume Inc., a worldwide developer and publisher 
of family-oriented video games today released Harvest Moon: Light of Hope on Steam for 
$29.99 USD. This is the first time the Harvest Moon brand will be available on PC. The Steam 
version launches ahead of the Nintendo Switch and PlayStation 4 versions, which are coming in 
early 2018 (both Digital and Physical). See the new launch trailer here: 
https://youtu.be/sacl739D7eM	

View the game on Steam 
here: http://store.steampowered.com/app/585900/Harvest_Moon_Light_of_Hope/ 

"What a wonderful celebration of 20 years for Harvest Moon to debut for the first time on PC!” 
said Hiro Maekawa, President & CEO of Natsume. "In celebration of Harvest Moon’s 20th 

Anniversary, we are offering a launch discount for a limited time. PC gamers have been asking 
for a Harvest Moon game for a long time, and we are glad that we are finally able to bring it to 
this new group of fans!”  

In Harvest Moon: Light of Hope, players begin the game as they set out looking for a fresh start 
and new surroundings. During their voyage, their ship is hit by a monsoon and goes down. As 
they drift into a small harbor town, now in shambles from the storm, it will be up to the player to 
help rebuild the town and save the lighthouse...but it won't be easy! Nevertheless, with some 



hard work growing crops, tending livestock, and gathering materials for repairs, players will be 
able to make new friends, start a family, revive the lighthouse, and save the town! 
Harvest Moon: Light of Hope includes new features such as repairing, which enables the player 
to repair destroyed homes and unlock new shops, characters, farming tools, and farming land. 
The Farming Friend is another new addition, which helps players grow abundant crops. The 
game has a retro plus feel, with classic SNES-inspired graphics alongside some modern 
features in honor of the 20th anniversary. There will also be some familiar faces from 
previous Harvest Moon titles! 

Harvest Moon: Light of Hope let’s players: 

• Collect important materials to rebuild the town and restore the lighthouse! 
• Complete requests from villagers to unlock new areas and items! 
• Attend new and unique festivals, including the Dog Racing Festival! 
• Learn to grow and mutate crops with user friendly UI and tutorials! 
• Play as a boy or a girl, get married, and start a family! 

 

About Harvest Moon 
This year marks the 20th Anniversary of the beloved farming simulation franchise, Harvest 
Moon. The game first released in North America in 1997, and has continued to see a steady rise 
of popularity and players, making it one of today's most beloved franchises. Harvest Moon is 
revered for being a non-violent, family oriented game for everyone, and there have been more 
than 30 games released in the series. A full history of the games in the franchise can be seen 
here: http://www.natsume.com/current_game/games/hm20th/index.html  #HarvestMoon20 
Players can follow the latest news for all of the beloved Natsume franchises 
at www.natsume.com and by scooping all of the latest Natsume updates, contests, screen shots 
and more at www.natsume.com/facebook and www.twitter.com/natsume_inc .  
                                                                  ### 
Natsume assets can be found here: http://clevercomm.com/Natsume/ 
About Natsume Inc. 
Natsume Inc. is a worldwide developer and publisher that specialize in unique and family-
oriented interactive entertainment software for a variety of platforms. Most known for publishing 
Reel Fishing and Harvest Moon, Natsume is dedicated to producing quality video games.  For 
more information about Natsume Inc. visit www.natsume.com 

 


